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partners art and design 
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scientists to envision the 
future of biotechnology.



BDC Video Work Samples

A PEEK AT THE POSSIBILITIES OF BIODESIGN 
NPR, Science Friday

Description: An overview of the projects from the Biodesign Challenge Summit made by NPR. 
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ii_oMviF-b4

QUANTWORM MINE  
Liv Bargman and Nina Cutler

Quantworm Industries is a nanotech wormery housed on former coal mining sites in South Wales that 
utilizes the earthworm’s natural ability to bio-remediate contaminated soil and bio-synthesize nanoparticles 
called quantum dots (QDs) from heavy metals.  
Link: https://vimeo.com/219922957 

PAR-TU-RI-ENT 
Lovisa Minkiewicz, Jeroen van Kempen, & Jasmijn van der Weide

Par-tu-ri-ent imagines a future where pregnancy is one of several ways to carry a child to term. The project 
considers the social consequences of new reproductive technologies. 
Link: https://vimeo.com/225603476 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ii_oMviF-b4
https://vimeo.com/219922957
https://vimeo.com/225603476
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MYOTOMATO
Leman Akpinar, Viktorea Benois, Sebastian Cocioba, Andrew Cziraki, David Hanlon, Marguerite Li, Bo 
Liu, Steph Mantis, Kirin Pino, Shannon Pollak, Gina Proenza, Tarah Rhoda, Victor Taboada, Darya Warner, 
John Wells 

Plants are often deficient in the amounts of protein necessary to sustain the human diet because they are 
composed mainly of water and starches. To supplement nutrition, MyoTomato proposes bioengineering 
edible plants to produce myoglobin, a protein normally found in meat. As part of their lab work, the team 
inserted a DNA sequence naturally found in beef products into a tomato’s genome using agrobacteria. 
Link: https://vimeo.com/202106875

SORBIT 
Sergio Gonzalez, Jolee Nieberding-Swanberg, Annie Wang, Julie Xu

Disposable diaper waste contributes to 3.4 million tons of landfill waste annually and are typically made of 
fossil-fuel derived plastics. Sorbit is a fully biodegradable diaper made out of bacterial cellulose grown from 
citrus agricultural waste. The material is soft, water-repellant on the outside, and absorbent on the inside. 
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1fLnemtiFTg

https://vimeo.com/202106875
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1fLnemtiFTg
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WOOCOA
Ana Laura Andrade, Iván Caballero, Moisés Hernández, Manuel Ortiz 

Woocoa is a biodegradable textile made from vegetable fibers found in Colombia. Hemp and 
coconut fibers were chosen for their biological and mechanical properties and because they 
are often unexploited. The fibers are treated with lignin-degrading compounds extracted 
from the oyster mushrooms, which make the fibers softer and colorless. 
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZJaLyFQ1yg 

AEROLIS 
Brecht De Paepe, Joris Putteneers, Arne Saldi, Bram Ulrichts, Kylian Vandamme, David Ysebaert

Aerolis is an air purifying artwork and organic structure that found its origin in algorithmic design. Its form 
mimics the air purifying properties of tree bark and incorporates data on wind velocities that enables it to 
grow in harmony with its surroundings. 
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmSS4OBGeXU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZJaLyFQ1yg
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